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Abstract 
 The	 T4	 Stalker	 Tube	 is	 “a	 free-piston	 driven	 reflected	 shock	 tunnel”	 used	 to	 run	hypersonic	 tests	 at	 the	 University	 of	 Queensland.	 This	 tunnel	 is	 composed	 of	 6	main	sections	including	a	test	section	used	to	settle	and	observe	studied	models,	and	collect	experimental	data.	In	2019	a	budget	has	been	allocated	to	the	team	in	charge	of	the	T4	to	build	a	new	test	section.	Optical	access	of	the	current	test	section	needs	to	be	improved	in	particular	to	ease	optical	tests.	This	paper	presents	ideas	of	an	improved	design	of	the	test	section.	It	will	focus	on	four	main	goals	:	improve	its	overall	shape,	optimize	its	optical	access,	maintain	good	physical	access	and	improve	its	instrumentation	handling.			 	
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I. Introduction 
 
The T4 Stalker Tube, named after its inventor Professor Ray Stalker, is “an impulse flow 
facility”, and more precisely “a free-piston driven reflected shock tunnel”. This tunnel has been 
in operation, at the University of Queensland, since 1987 and is capable of reproducing 
hypersonic conditions for scramjet operations (Mee, Morgan, Paul, Jacobs, & Smart, 2017). To 
this extent, it generates important stagnation pressures that can reach 90MPa. The threshold of 
pain being established for a pressure of 100Mpa and explosion risks involved by such pressures 
represent some security issues for the use and the design of every part of the tube. There are 6 
main sections that compose the tunnel: “a high-pressure annular reservoir, a compression tube, 
a shock tube, an expansion nozzle, a test section, and a dump tank” which represent a global 
structure of about 44m long (Mee, Morgan, Paul, Jacobs, & Smart, 2017). 
 
Figure I.1 : Schematic of the T4 Stalker Tube. Reproduced from Doherty (2013) 
(Mee, Morgan, Paul, Jacobs, & Smart, 2017) 
However, designed in 1987, the T4 test section has many defects that prevent certain tests from 
being carried out with sufficient efficiency. The users and manager of the wind tunnel, 
therefore, considered that it was necessary to develop a new design for the test section. This 
new version would aim to facilitate the execution of tests, in particular, optical tests to improve 
the quality of their results. In 2019, funds were allocated for the design and production of a new 
test section for T4. The objective of this thesis is therefore to produce a draft design of this 
section. This draft is intended to give visual support in order to open discussion about the future 
design. It should be detailed enough to allow more advanced work to be based on it, but it is 
not intended to be used as such to launch its production. More advanced design will have to be 
carried out by a qualified engineer. 
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Figure I.2: T4 Stalker Tube – Current Test section 
The T4 test section will be exposed to extreme experimental conditions, including specific 
gases and high pressures and temperatures that will have to be considered for its design. The 
section should also be able to receive models with different shapes and sizes, and connect to 
external elements such as a fuel injection system or pressure transducers (Mee, Morgan, Paul, 
Jacobs, & Smart, 2017). 
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II. Literature review 
Before presenting the results of the thesis work, it is necessary to quickly present some 
information about wind tunnels in general, hypersonic wind tunnels and optical tests carried 
out through the test section to understand better the issues related to the design of the T4 test 
section. Designs of existing hypersonic facility test section will also be presented in this 
literature review.  
 
II.1. Wind tunnels 
II.1.1.  Historic 
Frank H. Wenham was the first engineer to design a functioning wind tunnel. His project was 
partially financed by the Aeronautical Society of Great Britain and started in 1871 (Baals & 
Corliss, 2014). Wenham’s tunnel was 3.7m long and had a cross section of 45.7cm2. It was able 
to produce a wind flow of 64 km/h to help understand the effects of lift and drag on airfoils 
with different shapes while modifying the angle of attack of the airfoil (Baals & Corliss, 2014). 
However, this design had many drawbacks such as unsteady wind conditions. Horatio Philips, 
in 1894, participated in the second revolution in wind tunnels history by replacing fans with a 
steam injection system to get steadier results and less turbulent flows (Baals & Corliss, 2014). 
The Wright Brothers, in the USA, also designed a wind tunnel in 1903 with a 40.6 cm long test 
section as shown below. Thanks to this technology they were the first man to fly manned, 
powered airplane (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 2002). 
 
 
Figure II.1 : The Wright Brothers Wind Tunnel 
(Chandler, 2015) 
 
II.1.2. Utility of wind tunnels 
The main role of wind tunnels is to test systems or parts of them, on a smaller scale or not, with 
high wind conditions (Wild, 2018). Wind tunnels are necessary to reduce costs and safety risks 
related to the design of any systems that are supposed to resist high wind operating conditions 
(Jappa, Maydew, McBird, & Shramo, 2014). These facilities are usefull to see how air is 
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moving past systems and understand the design effects on their behavior. For instance, for an 
aircraft, a wind tunnel is supposed to recreated high pressures and speeds that would occur 
during a flight depending on the altitude and the speed of the plane. Results of such experiments 
would prevent economical and human catastrophes. Wind tunnels can also be used on many 
other systems such as racing cars or tennis balls (NASA, May 1992). These systems can have 
different shapes and sizes requiring sufficient access within the test section (Woodford, 2008).  
 
II.1.3. Wind tunnels composition and functionning 
Wind tunnels are generally hollow tubes composed of different sections. The cylindrical 
shape of tubes is useful to optimize the high-pressure distribution in the tunnel. At one end of 
the tube are powerful fans that blow wind at the required speed to perform specific tests. It 
exists numerous sizes and types of wind tunnels (NASA, May 1992). From desktop-sized to 
full-size aircrafts and cars, all of them have different purposes to carry out different tests on 
different types of models. Typical wind tunnel elements are illustrated in the figure below: 
 
Figure II.2 : A plan view of a typical wind tunnel 
(Chandler, 2015) 
If the first wind tunnels were composed of a simple horizontal tube with fans at one end, only 
able to produce unsteady flow with poor quality results, engineers have made significant 
progress and these systems can now be very complex and accurate. The improvement in results 
quality is mainly due to the implementation of the five following sections: the settling chamber, 
a contraction cone, a test section, a diffuser, and a drive section (ATS, 2012). 
The settling chamber is necessary to settle and straighten the air before entering the contraction 
cone. This cone increases the flow speed by decreasing the diameter of the tunnel tube. Once 
the air is steady and at the right speed, it is going through the test section where the model is 
tightened and often connected to sensors. The test section is where data are recorded and where 
scientists make visual observations. Optical access is a key element in the quality of the results. 
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Then, the flow is going through a diffuser that widens the tunnel diameter and slows the air 
without generating disruption in the test section. The last part of a typical wind tunnel is the 
drive section that creates high-speed airflow necessary to run the experiments (ATS, 2012). The 
wind tunnel illustration (Figure II.2) is one of the two different types of wind tunnels: the 
closed-circuit one, where the air is recycled inside the facility. The other configuration would 
be open-circuit (NASA, May 1992). Closed circuit minimizes energy usage as a fan only has 
to overcome losses during tests, not accelerate air from a stationary state. An open circuit would 
be more expensive to run, but much cheaper to build (Toet, 2014). 
 
II.2. Hypersonic wind tunnels  
Hypersonic wind tunnels are facilities with the same global purpose – test system with high 
wind velocity conditions – but for a faster kind of system, such as fighter planes. Therefore, 
hypersonic wind tunnels can generate flows with a speed of 5 to 15 times the speed of sound 
(NASA, May 1992). This technology doesn’t use fans to produce this high-velocity wind. 
Blasts of compressed air stored in pressurized tanks and place at one end of the wind tunnel are 
used to generate these extreme conditions. Hypersonic facilities use dump tanks instead of 
diffusers to allow the flow to end its path without generating disruptions in the test section 
(Bleile, 2019). As for the T4 wind tunnel, hypersonic facilities are also called shock tubes in 
relation to the speed and the power of each test. 
 
II.3. Tests performed on Hypersonic facilities 
Typically, sensors and instrumentations inside test sections give scientists data related to the 
tested model. Test sections are often equipped with windows, allowing scientists to perform 
optical tests and have direct visual contact on the model. Many variables can be tested thanks 
to wind tunnels: pressure, velocity, temperature, and density are the most common ones. Several 
conditions are also studied such as lift, drag, shockwaves, and many others (Baals & Corliss, 
2014).  Therefore, many tests can be performed in test sections.  In some hypersonic wind 
tunnels, the aerodynamic forces on the model are tested. In others, diagnostic information or 
flow visualization is performed on models (NASA, May 1992). Only two specific optical tests 
to perform flow visualization are going to be considered to design the new T4 test section: 
Schlieren photography and PLIF test. 
 
II.3.1.Schlieren photography 
Schlieren photography is used to visualize airflow around the model when subject to hypersonic 
conditions. Its principle is based on the natural phenomena of difference in the speed of light in 
two different substances. Light would travel faster in less dense substances and decelerate in 
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denser ones. The schlieren photography uses a very good quality light source and a mirror to 
separate fast light rays and slow ones in the test section while running tests.  
 
 
Figure II.3 : Typical set up for Schlieren photography 
 (Hall, 2015) 
To light the model, vapor lamp or a spark gap system is used in most of the Schlieren systems. 
The light passes first through a silt to select rays with the right direction. It is then reflected by 
a mirror (left) to go through the test section. After the latest, it is reflected on an other mirror 
(right) to a recording device. During the time in the test section, some rays have slowed down 
and crated flow shapes that can be visualized on the recording device (Hall, 2015). To 
differentiate the rays, a color filter can be added in their way. Faster light rays would then 
appear on the results with a different color than the slower ones.  
On the T4, Schlieren photography only uses the mirror on the left to reflect the results to the 
recording device. Moreover, on the T4, this test is always performed from the side of the test 
section. 
 
Figure II.4 : Visualisation of coloured Schlieren photograph 
(Chandler, 2015) 
 
II.3.2. PLIF test 
PLIF, planar laser-induced fluorescence, is a planar imaging technique that is used to study 
hypersonic flows. Results from this method are obtained by exciting electrically certain 
molecules – such as nitric oxide – in the flow. A planar laser sheet is directed to the model and 
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the flow and emits light that will be collected by a special camera after being focused by a lens. 
The camera is generally oriented perpendicularly to the laser sheet  (Danehy, Wilkes, Alderfer, 
Jones, & Robbins, 2006). On the T4 facility, PLIF tests are performed from the top of the test 
section and observed thanks to a camera located on its side. Laser sheets are generally very thin 
(typically ≤ 1mm)  (Danehy, Wilkes, Alderfer, Jones, & Robbins, 2006), therefore, there is no 
need for very large opening at the top of the test section. Their size would only increase the 
flexibility of the test position and the ease of running the experiments. 
 
Figure II.5 : Exemple of set up for PLIF test 
(Gevorkyan, Shoji, Peng, & Karagozian, 2017) 
 
II.4. Test sections : functional comparison 
Test sections are an essential part of the harvesting of hypersonic wind tunnel results. Therefore, 
their design must meet the expectations of scientists, particularly relatively to the tests that have 
to be carried out on the models. This is why each shock tube has its own specific test section 
design, depending on the facility purposes. To get a better idea of the existing test section 
designs, 5 wind tunnel test sections are going to be presented below. 
 
II.4.1. Caltech T5 Hypervelocity Shock Tunnel, USA 
The T5 facility is a free piston shock tunnel, as the T4 one. Is it called T5 because it is the fifth 
in a series of shock tunnel build under the supervision of R. J. Stalker and his colleagues 
(previous four are in Australia, including the T4 Stalker Tube). The T5 can produce pressure as 
high as 130Mpa. As on the T4 facility, the test section remains stationary while the nozzle 
moves in a sliding seal. The following figure illustrates the entire T5 installation. 
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Figure II.6: T5 global facility side view 
(Caltech) 
The following figures show the configuration of the test section: 
 
Figure II.7: T5 test section 
(Hornung) 
As illustrated in the figures above, the T5 test section has a circular shape with circular optical 
access on its sides and at its top and bottom. The side openings seem to be really similar to the 
T4 one with an adjustable circular window that can rotate on its axis. The total number of 
openings is one on each side, one at the top and one at the bottom. There doesn’t seem to be 
any opening system for the doors. If so, the entire circular plate will have to be removed when 
the model needs to be installed or removed. Unlike the T4, the T5 dump tank is made of one 
big piece and not two smaller ones. Therefore, the diameter of the test section is smaller than 
the dump tank one because of the size of its diameter. 
(Sheva, Igra, & Seiler, 2015) 
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II.4.2. UTIAS Hypervelocity Shock Tube, Canada  
The following figure illustrates the first version of UTIAS facility. 
 
Figure II.8: A side view of the UTIAS shock tube 
Has shown on the above illustration, the UTIAS test section has a spherical shape with circular 
windows. The shape is very interesting for pressure distribution, but is smaller (D = 50cm) and 
therefore can’t contain models as long as the T4 test section one (L = 120cm). However, the 
height is approximately similar to that of the T4 test section. 
After using this version for several years, the UTIAS purposes have evolved, and with them its 
test section. Therefore, UTIAS has been redesigned and currently has the following 
configuration:  
 
 
Figure II.9: New design of the UTIAS Shock Tube 
This new design presents a larger test section with a rectangular shape. The optical access is 
notably bigger with a rectangular field of view of 180mm x 1,100mm. A longer test section was 
required to study the relaxation zone behind strong shock waves or detailed observation of 
shock attenuation while passing through several barriers. 
(Sheva, Igra, & Seiler, 2015) 
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II.4.3. T200 IUSTI Shock Tubes at the Aix-Marseille University, France  
The French wind tunnel T200 IUSTI shock tube is a stainless double junction shock tube. It 
was built in 2000 to study complex interfaces accelerated by a shockwave. Therefore, its test 
section has a very large rectangular optical access on each side and a circular one at the end. 
This design allows a very good viewing of the model and control of the interface shape when 
it is hit by the shock wave. No windows are required above nor below the section. A large flat 
plate is designed at the bottom to support the tested model. The diameter of the section is 
300mm and there is no opening system for the door. 
 
Figure II.10: Computer model of the T200 IUSTI test section 
 
Figure II.11: Photography of the T200 IUSTI test section 
(Sheva, Igra, & Seiler, 2015) 
 
II.4.4. Test Section HIEST, Japan 
HIEST (High Enthalpy Shock Tunnel) shock tunnel was designed to help researches in the 
launching of a space vehicle in 1990 in Japan. It helped to perform launchers 
aerothermodynamics and scramjet tests. As shown in the photographs below, HIEST test 
section contains one large, not adjustable, circular window. This window is supported by a 
circular door that can be easily opened thanks to pivots and a handle. The window provides 
good optical access for optical test and direct view of the model. There are no windows at the 
top nor at the bottom of the test section and its overall shape is circular. 
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Figure II.12: HIEST test section 
 
Figure II.13: HIEST test section side optical access 
(Sheva, Igra, & Seiler, 2015) 
 
II.4.5. X3 Shock Tube, Australia 
The  X3 Shock Tube is the other Shock tunnel that is located at the University of Queensland. 
The X3 test section has several interesting characteristics that are going to be useful for the T4 
test section design. Firstly, it has a circular shaped body with flat oval doors. These doors are 
supported by two pivots installed on an oval shape that is going out of the test section body. Its 
oval-shaped window is sealed on the door thanks to bolts. The total optical access surface is 
approximately 536cm2. 
 
Figure II.14: X3 side optical and physical access 
67cm
 
1.9cm 8
cm
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Total physical access to the inside of the test section is 3,087cm2. 
 
Figure II.15: X3 side physical access 
The section has one circular window at the top and the same one at the bottom to perform 
different optical tests. The top opening has a diameter of approximately 45cm for a total optical 
access of 1,590cm2. The bottom access is similar to the top one. 
 
Figure II.16: X3 top optical access 
 
The side doors are sealed thanks to a sealing ring that is compressed when the bolts are screwed 
in.  
 
Figure II.17: X3 sealing design 
 
  
56cm 
98cm 
R=20cm 
49cm
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II.4.6. Hypersonic facilities comparison 
Here is a table summarizing the presented test section design different parts. 
 T5, USA UTIAS, Canada IUSTI, France HIEST, Japan X3, Australia 
Test section 
shape 
• Circular • Rectangular 
• Long 
• Circular • Circular • Circular 
Side optical 
access 
• One circular 
• Adjustable 
• One rectangular 
• Long 
• One rectangular 
 
• One circular • One Oval 
Top/Bottom 
optical access 
• One top & 
bottom 
• Circular 
• None • None 
• One at the end 
• None • One top & 
bottom 
• Circular 
Opening 
system 
• Not 
represented 
• Not represented • Not represented • Using  pivots • Using pivots 
Table II.1: Comparison table of existing hypersonic facilities 
This table highlights the differences between the existing test sections. Out of the 5 presented  
sections, none have more than two identical parameters. It is then possible to conclude that 
every test section has to be designed according to the expectations and the requirements of its 
users. However, the test section of the X3 seems to be the version closest to what could be 
achieved for the T4. 
 
II.5. Standards for the T4 test section design 
Hypersonic facilities are capable of producing extreme, therefore dangerous, conditions so they 
are often subject to regulations. To prevent excessive risks,  it exists standards that give details 
about required methods for valid calculation about pressure vessels design. The standard 
AS1210-2010 Pressure vessels by SAI GLOBAL (Australian Standard, 2010) can be used to 
perform this assessment. The required method or methods for pressure vessel design are 
partially based on the facility hazard level.  
 
To classify the T4 shock tube hazard level, the AS4343-2014 Hazard Levels for Pressure 
Equipment from SAI GLOBAL (Australian Standard, 2014) standard can be used. The standard 
classifies facilities between A and E (A, B, C, D, E), A representing the maximum hazard level 
and E the lowest. Thanks to the standard method it was calculated that the T4 Stalker Tube 
Hazard level is classified B (Australian Standard, 2014). Therefore, the design of any of its 
parts must be carried out by a qualified engineer and then be reviewed by the government to be 
accepted before starting the production.  
Note: It is important to mention that the thesis work presented here is about producing a 
conceptual design of the T4 future test section to open up the discussion and provide ideas for 
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improvement through visual support only. Precise calculations carried out by a qualified 
engineer will be required to produce an advanced and detailed design of the T4 test section 
before starting production. 
 
Now that the T4 hazard level is identified, the AS1210 standard status that it is valid to design 
the T4 test section “by formula” (Australian Standard, 2010). Therefore, the following standard 
will be used to make an approximation of the wall thickness of the test section: “Roark’s 
Formulas for Stress and Strain” by Warren C. Young and Richard G. Budynas (Young & 
Budynas, 2002). 
 
II.6. Calculation standard 
To calculate the required thickness for the test section body and the doors of the new design, 
the book “Roark’s Formulas for Stress and Strain” by Warren C. Young and Richard G. 
Budynas was used. This is a very reliable reference to comply with the Australian standards. 
More precisely, the two following formulas were used : 
1. To calculate the door thickness : 
Assumptions: The door is a flat plate with all edges fixed as shown on the figure below : 
 
Figure II.18: Door configuration for calculation 
 
Formula used : 𝑡 = #$%&'()*+,     (I) 
Where : 
• t : thickness of the door 
• 𝛽.: factor found thanks to this table given in the standard  
 
Table II.2: B determination Table 
• q : pressure inside the test section 
• b: height of the door 
• 𝜎012 : maximum stress for steel 
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2. To calculate the body thickness: 
Assumptions: the pressure inside the test section is uniform and the latter is assimilated to a 
thin walled pressure vessel because in any case : 𝑅𝑡 < 10 
Where : 
• t : thickness of the test section body 
• R : radius of the test section 
 
Formula used :  𝑡 = &7)(   (II) 
Where : 
• t : thickness of the test section body 
• q : pressure inside the test section 
• R : radius of the test section 
• 𝜎8 : circumferential or hoop, stress 
 
(Young & Budynas, 2002) 
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III. Caracteristics of the T4 Stalker Tube test section 
 
III.1. General characteristics 
The current test section has a rectangular shape with a rectangular end on one side and a circular 
one on the other side to be sealed with the dump tank. Its cross section area is 3,300cm2 and its 
dimensions are : 120cm long, 60cm high and 50cm large. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure III.1: Current test section – door closed (left) and open (right) 
Many optical tests are carried out on this test section. The two principal ones that were 
mentioned during this project were PLIF and Schlieren tests that were described in sections 
II.3.1 and II.3.2. To ensure the feasibility of these tests, the test section needs to have two 
optical access: one on the sides and one at the top. The size of the openings depends on the 
test that is performed, but should be as large as possible to ensure that the tests are performed 
under the right conditions. 
 
III.2. Optical access 
The optical access of the test section is divided in two parts. The first one is located on the side 
and is composed of two openings. They are circular openings with different sizes. The first one 
– on the nozzle end – is adjustable and has a maximum optical access surface of 990cm2 
(D=35.5cm). This surface can be reduced to focus the optical test on one part of the model 
while optimizing the glass surface used.  This optimization is enabled by the circular shape of 
the opening which allows the smaller opening (D=17.5cm) to rotate on the window circle axis. 
The second opening – on the dump tank end - is smaller, about 226cm2 (D=17.5cm), and is not 
adjustable. The total optical access surface on the side is 1216cm2.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure III.2: Current side optical access 
35.5cm 
17.5cm 
17.5cm 
120cm 50cm
 
60cm
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The top optical access is composed of two circular openings with the same diameter (D=17cm) 
that allow an access surface of 226cm2.  
 
Figure III.3: Current top optical access  
What is interesting to note at this point is that there is no continuity between the windows so 
limited freedom for the position of the optical tests and less comfort for model visualization 
during the tests. 
 
II.3. Physical access and opening system 
The physical access is defined by the available surface area, allowing the user to have access to 
the inside of the test section. The T4 one is 86cm large and 45cm high representing a surface 
of 3870cm2. This physical access is described as large enough to allow good access to the 
model.  
 
Figure III.4: Current physical access 
This performance is achieved thanks to an ingenious opening system which allows 
unencumbered access to the model. The opening system is actually located a bit further left of 
the section opening. As shown in the figure below (Figure III.5), the opening system is 
composed of two solid arms that catch the door from above and below. Once the arms and the 
door are sealed, the door can rotate around the two pivots of the opening system and be 
17cm 
86cm 
45cm
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discarded until it is well away from the opening and does not interfere with the operator. The 
fact that the system can be disconnected from the door also simplifies a lot its design 
calculation. 
Figure III.5: Current opening system 
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IV. Constraints of the project 
 
There are two major constraints for the new test section design: 
First, for space availability and cost reasons, the new test section must have the same length as 
the current one. Indeed, a larger section would require to move either the dump tank or the rest 
of the shock tube backward. This would imply a lot of unnecessary costs. The new test section 
must then be 120cm long. 
Second, the test section should have a circular shape with a diameter equal to the dump tank 
one. This would ease the sealing design between the two sections and improve the pressure 
distribution inside the test section. The diameter of the new test section must then be 70cm. 
 
V. Goals of the project 
 
As mentioned in section II.6., the overall goal of the project is to produce an advanced scheme 
which will give visual support to start discussions about necessary improvement for the T4 test 
section. This scheme should be advanced enough to support further improvements but does not 
require advanced precisions in its design. The project goals can be divided into the four 
following section: 
 
V.1. Improve the optical access 
As mentioned in section III.1., it is interesting to have a total optical access as big as possible. 
On the side, it would be interesting if the access is as wide as possible to ease the 
implementation of the tests, but also to improve the comfort of observing the model in the 
section. At the top, each opening does not need to be as large as possible due to the limited size 
required by the PLIF test, but should be as numerous as possible to improve the testing comfort.  
The size of the windows is limited by the resistance of the glass that reduces with the surface 
on which the pressure applies. The thickness of the window is a solution to resist the high 
pressure from inside the vessel. However, the thickness limit must not exceed a certain limit 
(around 10cm) for cost and use reasons in particular. For now, the total optical access is 
considered too small to run tests with ease. Moreover, researchers would like to have a better 
visual contact with the model through the side windows during the test executions. Increase 
optical access is one of the major goals of this project. 
 
V.2. Increase the cross section area 
The current shape of the test section is not optimized in terms of constraint and pressure 
distribution. Moreover, the cross section area can be optimized in order to improve the fluid 
flow and reduce disruptions around the model to optimize the quality of the results. 
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V.3. Allow a good physical access to the model 
An optimized physical access to the model is necessary for the manipulators. Indeed, they need 
to be able to move around the model to install and monitor all its parts. Moreover, good physical 
access is required to bring models with different shapes and sizes inside the test section with 
ease. 
 
V.4. Improve the instrumentation handling 
Currently, it is very time consuming and energy demanding to shift the instrumentation box 
from the top to the bottom of the section. This manipulation is required when the support of the 
model varies. Currently, models can be mounted from the bottom, supported by the test section 
floor, or from the top, hanged with cables. Until now, the models were mounted from the top 
when no optical tests were performed. Therefore, the cable used to hang the model were not 
disturbing the tests carried out. Moreover, it was convenient to get the model closer to the top 
where the fuel distribution system is currently located. Indeed, the volume of fuel that is 
transported from the reservoir to the model has to be located between two limits to avoid risks 
of fuel inflammation and explosion. Therefore, it is a bit more complex to currently install 
models from the bottom. However, models were sometimes mounted from the bottom when it 
was necessary to get rid of hanging cables that would decrease the quality of optical test results. 
Therefore, it is interesting to look for a solution to solve this issue and decrease the 
manipulators' constraints to run tests. 
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VI. Presentation of the different design ideas for the new T4 test 
section 
 
The designs presented in this section are the result of the thesis work’s evolution carried out 
throughout the year. Between each proposal some parts of the model were conserved while 
others were improved. Three design stages will be presented below, each new stage containing 
more details and refinements than the previous one. If the first proposals were not selected, they 
were all necessary for the design of the final model. Each step of the creation will, therefore, 
be presented in this section. 
 
VI.1. First design : “Circular Doors” 
VI.1.1. Global design 
In order to reduce the space requirement, improve the pressure distribution inside the section 
and the optical access to the model, a first version of a circular test section with circular doors 
was presented. Indeed, this specific shape meets one of the two constraints of the project: the 
test section has to match the dump tank diameter. The second constraint can also be respected 
by modeling a 120cm long cylinder. The presented test section is composed of a circular body 
with two side openings, two circular doors with rectangular flat windows, supported by rails 
and a plate to receive the model. 
 
Figure VI.1: Circular test section, doors closed 
VI.1.2. Rail Design 
In order to improve the space requirement, sliding doors is an interesting idea to investigate. It 
is also a complicated one to design because collisions between the door and the body must be 
avoided. This issue appears when switching from a circular movement on one radius to another 
one.  
Door 
Rail 
Opening 
Body 
Plate 
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Figure VI.2: Critical points 
To avoid this problem, the rails have to contain a groove for the wheels and the body of the rail 
has to welcome the door entirely during the whole movement. 
 
Figure VI.3: Design to avoid collisions 
 
VI.1.3. Side Openings design 
Because the doors would be circular too, to match the circular body, they will require a flat 
front to manufacture stronger and cheaper windows. 
 
Figure VI.4: Flat openings 
Door 
Rail 
 
Gap 
 
Flat opening 
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VI.1.4. Sealing design 
Another requirement that was studied for this version was the sealing issue. To run tests, it is 
mandatory to have vacuum in the test section. This implies that the doors should have two 
motions: a circular one to move around the test section and a linear one to completely seal the 
section. To solve the problem there are two interesting solutions.  
The first one would be to dig two grooves at different heights so the two wheels of the door can 
have a linear motion at the same time during the door closing. However, this solution implies a 
high degree of precision in the digging of the grooves so the rails can be perfectly synchronized 
and the sealing efficient. 
The second idea is to design a mechanism that could be activated when the circular motion is 
done. Once the door comes to the end of the rail, trapdoors are unlocked thanks to a lever and 
the door can be compressed with bolts to seal the opening by pushing it on a linear movement. 
Then, because there is a degree of freedom in the horizontal direction, the sealing can be 
completed thanks to the bolts. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure VI.5: Sealing mechanism (CAD model) 
However, if the mechanism action is located in the test section, it is activated from the outside. 
This means that the sealing mechanism also requires a sealing system. To that extent, threaded 
rods can be used to compress a sealing ring. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure VI.6: Sealing of the mechanism (sketch) 
Screw lock  
Door 
Sealing 
Retractable 
plate 
Body 
Door Wheel 
Rail 
Threaded rod Sealing system 
Retractable plate 
Circular threaded jonction 
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The principle of this sealing design is the following :  - Thanks to a ring spanner you can rotate the “Threaded rod” - The “Threaded rod” will go down along the “Circular threaded junction” - The “Threaded rod” and the “Retractable plate” are linked with a smooth contact - This smooth contact will able the “Retractable plate” to have a linear movement while 
the screw is rotating down. - A “Sealing system” is stopping the descent of the “Threaded rod” and able the section 
to be vacuumed. 
 
VI.1.5. Balance design 
Another problematic of this design is the important weight of the doors that requires to be lifted 
at each door opening. The test section must resist important pressures and temperatures. This 
leads to a minimum thickness for the doors that are built in specific resistant materials which 
often means heaviness. To deal with this issue, a crank handle, as you can find on boats, can be 
installed to help people lift the door if it is too heavy to carry by hand. 
Another solution to avoid the handler carrying heavy loads is to balance the doors together. 
Indeed, the design of the test section allows the following procedure: when one door is lifted 
up, the other one slides down. If the two doors are linked by a solid connection, one of the 
doors’ movement can cause the other door one. This design is illustrated by the figures below: 
Figure VI.7: ISO and side view of the closed test section 
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Figure VI.8: . Iso and side view – Doors Open 
Thanks to this design, the two doors are connected and the effort to manipulate them is 
minimized. The balance system shape was designed to minimize its space requirement and 
prevent inconvenience for users. The design also doesn’t reduce the visibility of the model 
while running the tests. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure VI.9: Design for space requirement reduction and optimized visibility 
The system has to allow the door to follow a movement composed of a translation and rotation 
at the same time (while switching from the circle of small radius to the larger one). To enable 
this movement, the contact designed between the system and the door is annular linear, allowing 
rotation in every direction and translation in the radial direction: 
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Figure VI.10: Zoom on contact Balance System – Door 
The overall door movement is blocked by the end of the rails. The rails able the door to be in a 
stable balance position at the end of their movement. The access to the model is also not reduced 
when the doors are open. 
 
Figure VI.11: Door rotation stop 
 
This second proposition to decrease the necessary effort to manipulate the doors would be the 
most efficient one. 
 
This “Circular doors” design presents several advantages such as the reduction of the space 
required around the test section while meeting most of the goals: better optical access, larger 
cross section area, and good physical access. However, it also presents one main issue that is 
going to be discussed in the following section. 
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VI.1.6. “Circular doors” design issue 
If the overall design present interesting advantages, after discussion with Sam Grieve who 
worked on the design of the previous test section, it has been concluded that this version would 
be too pricey to design and manufacture. Indeed, the presented design contains really complex 
shapes and contacts. A circular rail that is switching radius is not a standard that can be ordered 
to any rail constructor. Therefore, it would require a further precise engineering design to 
determine the rail shape to receive the doors without breaking or blocking. Even the balance 
system, that would also be necessary for this design, presents complex connections and shapes. 
This kind of study is very expensive and could have a cost as high as the total budget allocated 
to the overall new test section project. 
The sliding movement is the main advantage of the circular doors design. Because the rail 
system used to create this movement would be too expensive to design, the circular door design 
will not be considered as the final one. 
 
VI.2. Second design : “Optimal Optical Access” 
Because circular sliding doors can’t be integrated in the design, a second version with flat 
doors on rotating opening was considered. 
 
VI.2.1. Global Design 
This second version is also composed of a circular body with an opening on both sides and a 
flat plate with rails at the bottom. In addition, it presents a large optical access at the top. The 
cylinder is still 120cm long and matches the dump tank diameter (D=70cm). 
 
 
 
Figure VI.12: Overwiev of the ”Optimal Opical access” test section 
VI.2.2. Openings and optical access. 
The “Optimal optical access” openings are divided into two parts, on the side and at the top of 
the test section. 
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VI.2.2.1. Side openings and optical access 
The first opening is located on the side of the section. It has a rectangular shape to ease the 
production. These openings allow a good access to the model and are sealed by doors on each 
side. Flat rectangular windows are supported by these doors. Flat windows are cheaper and 
easier to manufacture. One problematic of the optical tests is that they require a certain type of 
glass to run the experiments properly. Moreover, this glass has very specific required optical 
properties that make it expensive. Experiments involving high wind velocities create a lot of 
damage for the materials involved caused by particles flowing inside the test section at very 
high speed and hitting the section walls. Windows are getting damaged during every shot 
performed in the wind tunnel. Therefore, large openings as those of the presented design would 
cost too much to repair if the whole window was exposed to flowing particles on each test 
session. To avoid it, panels were designed to protect parts of the windows that were not 
necessary for the test carried out. This way, operators could easily remove or add a panel 
depending on which part of the model they want to test and how big they need the opening to 
be. 
 
Figure VI.13: Side – Large Middle - opening 
 
Figure VI.14: Side - Medium Left - opening 
 
Figure VI.15: Side - Medium Left - opening 
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The side optical access is then very adaptable and can offer a maximal optical access of 
2,079cm2 which represent an improvement of 40% relatively to the current side optical access. 
 
VI.2.2.2. Top optical access 
The top opening is composed of one flat rectangular window supported by a rectangular 
platform. The optical access is divided into three parts that can be covered with metal plates to 
protect the windows which are not necessary for the test carried out (for the same reason as the 
side ones). 
  
Figure VI.16: Different configurations for top optical access 
This design also allows a large optical access to the model: 2,304cm2 which represent an 
improvement of 80% compared to the current top openings. 
 
VI.2.3. “Optimal Optical Access” issue 
The main issue of the “Optimal optical access” design is actually the size of the windows. If 
the optical surface sizes represent a huge improvement compared to the current ones, and 
therefore would be very convenient to run optical tests, the glass that is used to run the optical 
test is very expensive and should, therefore, be used with care in the design. The window sizes 
would imply a very high thickness that would not be realistic to design and manufacture and 
would represent very high costs to produce and replace. Therefore, the “Optimal Optical 
access” design will not be considered as the final design for costs reasons similarly to the 
“Circular Doors” one. 
 
VI.3. Third design : “Final Version” 
VI.3.1. Overall design 
The “Final Version” is very similar to the “Optimal Optical Access” one. It is composed of a 
circular body with openings on both sides and a flat plate with rails at the bottom to support the 
model. It also presents an optical access at the top. The cylinder is still 120cm long and matches 
the dump tank diameter (D=70cm). A rectangular shape with round corners, to avoid high stress 
levels created by broken lines, goes out the cylindrical test section and support a flat door with 
a flat sealed window. This design reduces production costs and strengthens the structure. 
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Figure VI.17: Overall design of the “Final Version” 
 
VI.3.2. Optical access. 
The section optical access is divided into two parts, at the top and on the sides.  
 
VI.3.2.1. Side optical access 
Each side of the test section has rectangular doors supporting rectangular windows with round 
corners. The first strength of this design is that the side windows can be removed easily. Indeed, 
the rectangular piece around the window can be removed which allows it to be replaced without 
having to change the entire door. This reduces the maintenance costs of the test section. The 
second strength of the design is the continuity of the optical access. If required, the operator 
can be more precise about which part of the model he wants to study without having to move 
the model. It also allows him to have a larger visibility of the model during experiments. 
Moreover, unlike the first “Circular doors” design, this proposition is very easy to manufacture. 
It is composed of standard shapes and simple assemblies. Then, it meets the 2nd project goal 
offering a larger optical access than that of the current design. The access is 70cm large and 
20cm high to offer a total side optical access surface of 1,400cm2. 
 
Figure VI.18: Side optical access 
120cm 
70cm
 
70cm 
20cm
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VI.3.2.1. Top optical access 
The top optical access is composed of three identical, 20cm diameter, circular windows. The 
windows are positioned to allow th PLIF test rays to be observed through the side openings to 
capture the shape of the flow. The following Figure VI.19. illustrates the three different states 
that the top opening can be in. 
 
Figure VI.19: Top optical access 
The first state (I) is the opening without any lid on, the second one (II) is with a window lid 
on and the last state (III) is with a metallic lid on. The two last options are necessary to spare 
as much as possible the expensive glass used for the top optical tests (PLIF). Indeed, as 
mentioned earlier in the report, it is interesting to only have on the section the windows that 
are useful for the test carried out and have a sealing lid on the other openings. If the model has 
to be tested on two different parts, it is possible to have several top optical access at the same 
time. 
The first strength of this design is that it is very easy to manufacture, unlike the design of the 
“Optimal optical access” ones, using only standard shapes and simple assemblies.. It is also 
convenient to maintain thanks to removable windows. 
 
VI.3.3. Opening system & physical access 
The side doors opening system is a very simple one. It is composed of three large pivots that 
enable the door to rotate and allow access to the inside of the test section. The advantage of this 
design is that it allows the operator to freely access the inside of the test section without having 
the door on his way. This side opening offers a physical rectangular access of 92cm large and 
42cm high. This represents a total access surface to the model of 3,864cm2. 
 
20cm 
(I) (II) 
(III) 
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Figure VI.20: Physical access to the model 
Once more, the design of the opening system is very cheap to manufacture and will minimize 
the capital costs of the section. 
 
VI.3.4. Sealing systems 
The sealing issue is very important for this kind of system. Indeed, to achieve hypersonic 
conditions and produce high pressure, the inside of the test section must be isolated from the 
outside. The proposed sealing system is very similar to the X3 Shock Tube one (presented in 
section II.4.5.). It is composed of clamping devices and a sealing ring. Once the door is closed, 
bolts can be used to compress the sealing ring and allow to clear the section.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure VI.21: Side sealing system 
The sealing system of the top access is very similar to the side one, using bolts to compress a 
sealing ring. 
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Figure VI.22: Top sealing system 
 
VI.3.5. Instrumentation box 
One novelty concerning the mounting of the model in the test section is that it will now only be 
mounted from the bottom and never from the top has it used to be sometimes. To simplify the 
control of the fuel volume and lower the explosion risks, the fuel distribution system will be 
shifted from the top to the bottom of the test section. Therefore, the instrumentation box can be 
definitely sealed to the section’s body and some wires can be extracted from it. Indeed, it is 
interesting to now use the space under the plate to place some wires to improve the 
instrumentation box size. Therefore the space requirements around the test section would be 
globally improved. The fixing of the box to the body will improve the time requirement of 
experiments and facilitate the operator's work when setting up models.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure VI.23: Top sealing system 
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VI.4. Walls Thickness calculation 
To ensure the safety of the T4 environment, it is interesting to give an estimation of the 
thickness of the walls. This result can be used as a first estimation for further  design. 
The first element that can be designed is the thickness of the test section’s body. This element 
is a hollow tube with a diameter of 70cm. As mentioned in section II.6. the following formula 
was used to calculate the body thickness: 𝑡'9:; = &7)( = .,=>?1∗ABC08AB>?1  (I) 
(Young & Budynas, 2002) 
After calculation, the minimal door thickness to resist internal pressure should be : 𝑡'9:; = 0.2𝑐𝑚 
 
To this theoretical result, a safety factor needs to be included to be certain that the test section 
walls are safe. Precise and complex estimations of the safety factor are given in the standard: 
AS4343-2014 Hazard Levels for Pressure Equipment (Australian Standard, 2014). This is the 
work that needs to be done by a qualified engineer to avoid any risks related to the design of 
the T4 test section. However, if a safety factor of 3 is chosen, a safer thickness for the body 
would be : 𝑡'9:;_I = 𝑡'9:; ∗ 𝑠 = 	0.2𝑐𝑚 ∗ 3 = 0.6	𝑐𝑚	(III) 
 
Comparatively, the current thickness of the cylindrical X3 test section is around 0.8-1cm. 
Therefore a thickness of 0.6cm would be relevant for the new test section. 
 
The second calculated thickness was the doors one . As mentioned in section II.10. the 
following formula was used to calculate the door thickness : 𝑡:99N = #$%&'()*+, = #O.B∗..=>?1∗(=8C0)(8AB>?1  (II) 
(Young & Budynas, 2002) 
After calculation, the minimal door thickness should be : 𝑡:99N = 2.3	𝑐𝑚 
 
As mentioned earlier, a safety factor needs to be calculated to estimate a safe thickness for the 
doors. If a safety factor of 3 is chosen a safer thickness for the door would be:  𝑡:99NR = 𝑡:99N ∗ 𝑠 = 	2.3𝑐𝑚 ∗ 3 = 6.8	𝑐𝑚	(IV) 
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Comparatively, the current thickness of the flat doors of the T4 test section is around 5.5cm. 
Therefore, the door thickness might be a little bit too high compared to the current one. 
However, a more precise safety factor estimations are required to set out definitive 
conclusions.  
Note: The results of this section only give an order of magnitude of the section thickness and 
should not be taken as final results. Safety factors need to be precisely determined following 
standard conditions and further calculations. 
 
VI.5. Improvements in figures 
Here is a table that summarizes the improvement that would bring the new design of the test 
section, compared to the current one : 
Parameter 
 
Current test section 
 
New Test section 
 
Improvements 
 
Total optical access Side : 1,230cm2 
Top : 453cm2 
Side : 1,400cm2 
Top : 942cm2 
Side : 12%             (x1.1) 
Top : 52%              (x2.7) 
Max. optical access/test Side : 990cm2 
Top : 227cm2 
 
Side : 1,400cm2 
Top : 314cm2 
 
Side : 29%             (x1,4) 
Top : 28%              (x1,4) 
 
Physical access 3,870cm2 3,864cm2 Identical                   (x1) 
Cross section 3,300cm2 3,846cm2 16%                        (x1,2) 
Table VI.1: Improvements of the test section 
This table highlights that the cross section and every optical access, at the top and on the sides 
are improved. At the top, there are larger and more numerous windows increasing the maximum 
optical access available per test by 28%. On the side, the maximum optical access available per 
test is improved by 29% and is continuous. This last improvement would allow more flexibility 
to run optical tests, but also to observe the model in the section with more ease during the test 
executions. The physical access is already big enough to have complete and comfortable access 
to the model and is nearly identical than the one of the new design.  The shift from a rectangular 
to a circular shape of the test section allowed a cross section area increase of 16%. 
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VII. Conclusion & Aimings for the rest of the project 
 
At the end of this project year, advanced CAD sketches have been achieved offering a fairly 
precise idea of the overall future design of the T4 Stalker Tube test section. This design includes 
the location and elementary dimensions of its various components such as its body, side doors, 
top and side openings, sealing systems and support plate for the model. 
 
The final presented design meets all the stated goals of the project by first offering a larger 
optical access on the sides and at the top by around 30% each. The problematic related to the 
instrumentation box is also answered by always mounting model from the bottom of the test 
section and shifting the fuel distribution system below it. This design also increase the overall 
cross section area by 16% and improve the pressure distribution inside the vessel, as required. 
In terms of physical access, the access surface remains unchanged between the current and the 
new test section and therefore allows the goals set out in section V. to be met. 
 
However, the project is far from its final version and further studies must be carried out to 
obtain a model that could be manufactured. The main goal for the rest of the project is to give 
a precise design of each part of the test section, including their precise dimensions, 
manufacturing process and price. For instance, further calculations are required for the 
thickness of the walls to ensure that the section is secured. A feasibility study should be 
carried out to check if the door and window sizes could be manufactured without being too 
thick. Otherwise, a physical and optical access surfaces adjustment could be achieved while 
keeping the current design. 
 
To conclude, this thesis project provides the required draft design that was necessary to start 
discussions about what is expected of the new test section. Moreover, this work is precise 
enough to be useful for the engineer that will be asked to carry out an advance design of the 
test section. 
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